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MODELS


                            Get information from
Global Network
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MODELS

                            It is all cars produced by Mitsubishi Motors.

                        

                    

                    
                    
                        
                            Advanced Search : ALL

                            	ALL
	EVs/PHEV
	SUVs
	PICKUP
	CARs
	MPVs
	MINICARs


                        

                        
                            	
ECLIPSE CROSS (PHEV model)

	
ECLIPSE CROSS (gasoline model)

	
XPANDER CROSS

	
XPANDER

	
OUTLANDER (PHEV model)

	
OUTLANDER (gasoline model)

	
TRITON / L200

	
ASX/OUTLANDER SPORT/RVR

	
PAJERO SPORT/ MONTERO SPORT

	
Xforce

	
MIRAGE / SPACE STAR

	
DELICA D:5

	
eK X

	
eK WAGON

	
Delica Mini

	
eK SPACE

	
eK X EV

	
MINICAB EV



                        

                        Images used here are of certain specification for certain location and certain model year.
Product name, Availability or Specification of each product may vary according to location or model year.
Please confirm availability of those products to the dealer/distributor in your location.

                    

                    

                    
                        
                            Get information from
Global Network

                            Examine vehicle type information dealt with in your country.
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                            Clicking “Website” link above will open the website of this distributor, which is an independent company, using “MITSUBISHI MOTORS” name or logo mark under the contract agreement with Mitsubishi Motors Corporation and providing Mitsubishi Motors’ products in the country or the region you have selected.
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                            WHY GENUINE ACCESSORIES?
 

                            
                                    
                            

                            
                            The story of accessory development coordinated for seamless integration, from planning to YOU.
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                            OUTLANDER PHEV / ECLIPSE CROSS PHEV
MITSUBISHI Remote Control App

                            
                                    
                            

                            
                            MITSUBISHI Remote Control App enables you to easily customize your vehicles settings from a smartphone or tablet connected to your vehicle over wireless LAN.
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        OUTLANDER PHEV
MITSUBISHI Remote Control App
                                    

                                

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        ECLIPSE CROSS PHEV
MITSUBISHI Remote Control App
                                    

                                

                            
                        

                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                       
                            PAJERO SPORT / MONTERO SPORT
MITSUBISHI Remote Control App

                            
                                    
                            

                            
                            MITSUBISHI Motor's original smartphone app offers numerous convenient function from short to middle distance.
                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        PAJERO SPORT / MONTERO SPORT
MITSUBISHI Remote Control App
                                    

                                

                            
                        
                    
                        
                        
                        

                        
                            
                                Compatibility of Smartphone 
Link Display Audio with Smartphone 
                            

                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Smartphone Link Display Audio is newly-developed integrated smartphone infotainment system in a vehicle featuring Android AutoTM *1 / Apple CarPlay*2. That enables the use of a variety of apps and services by linking with your smartphone.

You will find if your smartphone would be compatible with the system in your car through this content.
                            

                            *1:Android Auto is a trademark of Google Inc. registered in the United States and other countries.

*2:Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. registered in the United States and other countries.

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Compatibility of Smartphone 
Link Display Audio with Smartphone 
                                    

                                

                            
                        

                        




                    
                        
                            
                                Hands Free System / Link System
                            

                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Integrated into vehicle's navigation or audio system, this technology allows you to enjoy full hands-free use of your phone and media players. See the Hands Free System / Link System website produced by Visteon Corporation.
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                                Interoperability of phones for MMES
                            

                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Hands free system integrated into navigation system (MMES: Mitsubishi Multi Entertainment System), this technology allows you to enjoy hands-free use of your phones.

                                This website provides interoperability list of phones, please confirm it before using.

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Interoperability of phones for MMES
                                    

                                

                            
                        


                    
                    
                        
                            
                                Data Update for Navigation
                            

                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Update information of map data, charge station POI, Gracenote etc. for navigation systems.

                                MMCS: Mitsubishi Multi Communication System

                                MMES: Mitsubishi Multi Entertainment System
                            

                            
                                
                                


                                
                            

                            
                                SDA： Smartphone link Display Audio
                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Data Update for Navigation (MMCS/MMES)
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                    ECLIPSE CROSS (PHEV model)

                    
                    A fusion of sharp coupe looks and dynamic SUV mobility with signature Mitsubishi styling and performance.
We introduce a new PHEV variant which incorporates the twin-motor 4WD system.

                    SPECIAL SITE (Japanese Only)

                    
                    Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    Product name, availability or specification may vary according to country, location or model year.

                    Please confirm the availability of those products to the dealer/distributor in your location. (Global Network helps finding them.)

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
                
                    ECLIPSE CROSS (gasoline model)

                    
                    A fusion of sharp coupe looks and dynamic SUV mobility with signature Mitsubishi styling and performance.

                    SPECIAL SITE (Japanese Only)

                    
                    Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    Product name, availability or specification may vary according to country, location or model year.

                    Please confirm the availability of those products to the dealer/distributor in your location. (Global Network helps finding them.)

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
                
                    XPANDER CROSS

                    
                    The top variant of the XPNDER lineup and features solid SUV styling along with high driving performance and ride comfort.

                    
                    Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    Product name, availability or specification may vary according to country, location or model year.

                    Please confirm the availability of those products to the dealer/distributor in your location. (Global Network helps finding them.)

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
                
                    XPANDER

                    
                    The outstanding comfort and versatility of an MPV with the performance, strength and toughness of a Mitsubishi Motors SUV.

                    
                    Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    Product name, availability or specification may vary according to country, location or model year.

                    Please confirm the availability of those products to the dealer/distributor in your location. (Global Network helps finding them.)

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
                
                    OUTLANDER (PHEV model)

                    
                    The all-new Outlander PHEV model delivers more powerful road performance and greater driving range.

                    SPECIAL SITE (Japanese Only)

                    
                    Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    Product name, availability or specification may vary according to country, location or model year.

                    Please confirm the availability of those products to the dealer/distributor in your location. (Global Network helps finding them.)

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
                
                    OUTLANDER (gasoline model)

                    
                    The OUTLANDER, featuring a new design direction, premium quality, rugged performance and innovative technology.

                    
                    Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    Product name, availability or specification may vary according to country, location or model year.

                    Please confirm the availability of those products to the dealer/distributor in your location. (Global Network helps finding them.)

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
                
                    TRITON / L200

                    
                    Pick-up trucks that provide safe, secure and comfortable driving in a variety of weather and road conditions around the world.

                    
                    SPECIAL SITE (Japanese Only)

                    Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    Product name, availability or specification may vary according to country, location or model year.

                    Please confirm the availability of those products to the dealer/distributor in your location. (Global Network helps finding them.)

                     
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
                
                    ASX/OUTLANDER SPORT/RVR

                    
                    Flexible utility and environmental performance combined into "Just Right Size" Compact SUV.

                    Presence of interior and exterior quality and suitable compact body size for city use.
                    

                    SPECIAL SITE (Japanese Only)

                    
                    Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    Product name, availability or specification may vary according to country, location or model year.

                    Please confirm the availability of those products to the dealer/distributor in your location. (Global Network helps finding them.)

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
                
                    PAJERO SPORT/ MONTERO SPORT

                    
                    Genuine off-road SUV with tough and rigid ladder frame.

                    Superb off-road driving performance and ride comfort.

                    Stylish and high quality exterior with comfortable and convenient interior space.

                    
                    Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    Product name, availability or specification may vary according to country, location or model year.

                    Please confirm the availability of those products to the dealer/distributor in your location. (Global Network helps finding them.)

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            



            
                
                    MIRAGE / SPACE STAR

                    
                    A global compact car developed on the concepts of high fuel efficiency, affordable and compact (easy to drive),

                    the ideal characteristics sought in a compact, and which meets the needs both emerging countries as an entry-level car as well as advanced markets as an "eco-car".

                    
                    Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    Product name, availability or specification may vary according to country, location or model year.

                    Please confirm the availability of those products to the dealer/distributor in your location. (Global Network helps finding them.)

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
                
                    Xforce

                    
                    Stylish and Robust Compact SUV Combining Comfort, Practicality, and Road Handling with Peace of Mind


                    
                    Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    Product name, availability or specification may vary according to country, location or model year.

                    Please confirm the availability of those products to the dealer/distributor in your location. (Global Network helps finding them.)

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
                
                    DELICA D:5

                    
                    Mono-box MPV featuring secure and safe structure.

                    All-round performance both off-road ability and on-road stability.

                    Simple, clean and functional design for long lasting.

                    SPECIAL SITE (Japanese Only)

                    
                    Japan model
Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
                
                    eK X

                    
                    A crossover model that incorporates the SUV taste distinctive to Mitsubishi Motors.

                    SPECIAL SITE (Japanese Only)

                    
                    Japan model
Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
            
                
                    eK WAGON

                    
                    The model is principally distinguished by: refined looks which go beyond of the class; a comfortable interior with easy-to-drive operation.

                    SPECIAL SITE (Japanese Only)

                    
                    Japan model
Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
            
                
                    Delica Mini

                    
                    Based on the concept of being a reliable and active super height-wagon kei-car

                    SPECIAL SITE (Japanese Only)

                    
                    Japan model
Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

            
                
                    eK SPACE

                    
                    The super height kei wagon eK space is stylish and approachable.

                    SPECIAL SITE (Japanese Only)

                    
                    Japan model
Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            


            
                
                    eK X EV

                    
                    Easy-to-use for everyday ride

                    Friendly to passengers and to society

                    Clean design and functional features of an EV

                    SPECIAL SITE (Japanese Only)

                    
                    Japan model
Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            



            
                
                    MINICAB EV

                    
                    Cab-over type Electric Vehicle with superbloading capacity

                    No exhaust gas means no CO2 or air-pollution-material on driving.

                    Electric motor works quiet, appropriate in midnight or early morning.

                    SPECIAL SITE (Japanese Only)

                    
                    Japan model
Image used here is of certain specification of specific year model for specified location.

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            




            

            
            
        
        
        

    

        

    


